
From: Shanitha Fernando shanitha@authenticitiessrilanka.com
Subject: Sri Lanka opens its borders to travels from 1st Aug

Date: June 9, 2020 at 7:02 AM
To:

Hello Freinds,

Trust you are keeping well.

The Government of Sri Lanka has opened the doors to welcome tourist from 01 August 2020. Accordingly International airports will 
resume operations. The new protocols for Visa , Arrival/departure & accommodation guidelines are attached herewith.

While they me look stringent, I would like to explain this further by debriefing the governments thinking behind these measures. 

For the first couple of months Post 1 Aug/2020, The Sri Lanka government does not encourage mass tourism, this was the only 
possible way to get the go ahead from Ministry of Health to open the country for Tourism. Visa Fee has been increased to US $ 100/= 
per person, mainly to cover the cost of PCR test to be carried out 3 or 4 times depending on the length of the Holiday.

It is very evident, the Government has displayed a cautious approach in reopening the destination avoiding a "Free for all” approach in 
case of a second wave of Covid19. New protocols will be reviewed by October taking in to consideration the Sri Lanka’s & the Worlds 
Covid19 curve and further relaxed protocols will be introduced including the reduction in the visa fee.

Honestly our opinion is that Tourism will only start trickling in from Dec onwards , there is ample time to evaluate the new protocols. 
Please find below further clarity on some of the new guidelines.

- Negative Covid-19 PCR test is required prior to boarding your flight to Sri Lanka.The test should be no older than 72 hours prior to 
boarding the flight.
- On arrival in Sri Lanka Covid-19 PCR test will be performed at the airport, only Covid-19 positive travellers will need to quarantine at 
a designated Hotel or at a government          facility. Results of the PCR test will be available within 4 to 6 hours.
- Guest should stay the First night at a hotel close to the airport - either in Negambo area or in Colombo. 
- Minimum stay of 5 nights is now mandatory.
- A further PCR test will be performed 4 to 5 days during your holidays through a mobile unit based around the country.( free of 
charge)
- Travellers staying more than 10 days, will need to perform the third PCT test through mobile unit. ( free of charge)
- Final PCR test will be performed prior to boarding your Dep flight. ( free of charge)
- The attached communique refers “Certified Accommodation provider” at most places, this means only the government approved 
Accommodation are only allowed to operate as of now. All hotels we work with are government approved.
- We are licensed by the Ministry of Tourism in the category of a DMC - Hence all our services like providing accommodation, 
transportation falls under this certification.

What is Sri Lanka’s Status with Covid-19??

Being an Island and thanks to the proactive measures taken, Sri Lanka has been able to manage the spread of the virus. No active 
community clusters have been detected 
In the last 30 days within the country.

The attached document further explains the new protocols. 

Please feel free to request for further clarifications. Please share this amongst your team members. 

Best, 

Shanitha Fernando | President
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